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	“Rainforest-covered mountains, coral-fringed islands, heady Highland festivals…Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands set the stage for unforgettable adventures.” REGIS ST. LOUIS, LONELY PLANET WRITER

	

	Our Promise

	You can trust our travel information because Lonely Planet authors visit the places we write about, each and every edition. We never accept freebies for positive coverage so you can rely on us to tell it like it is.

	

	Inside This Book…

	41 days of festivals

	47 maps

	781 bird species

	96km of Kokoda Track terrain

	Inspirational Photos

	Clear, easy-to-use maps

	Kokoda Track feature

	In-depth background

	Comprehensive planning tools

	Easy-to-read layout
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Nexus One For DummiesO'Reilly, 2010

	Exploit the full power of the revolutionary Google Nexus One superphone
	
		Nexus One is Google's answer to Apple’s iPhone and RIM's BlackBerry. Covering a range of how-to topics, from the most useful Nexus One features and tricks of the core applications, to techniques to get the...
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Information Dashboard Design : The Effective Visual Communication of DataO'Reilly, 2006
Dashboards have become popular in recent years as uniquely powerful tools for communicating important information at a glance. Although dashboards are potentially powerful, this potential is rarely realized. The greatest display technology in the world won't solve this if you fail to use effective visual design. And if a...
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Head First 2D GeometryO'Reilly, 2009
Having trouble with geometry? Do Pi, The Pythagorean Theorem, and angle calculations just make your head spin? Relax. With Head First 2D Geometry, you'll master everything from triangles, quads and polygons to the time-saving secrets of similar and congruent angles -- and it'll be quick, painless, and fun. 
 
 Through entertaining...
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Mastering SAP NetWeaver PI - AdministrationSAP Press, 2009

	As the core middleware in your system landscape, SAP NetWeaver PI plays an enterprise-critical role. But how can you ensure smooth operation? This book answers your questions. Using a highly detailed scenario as an example, the authors guide you through all administration tasks and provide useful tips for your daily work.
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you’re one of the 2.4 million Web professionals who rely on Dreamweaver to create active, database-driven Web sites–or if you want to be–here’s the only reference manual you need. From step-by-step instruction in Dreamweaver MX 2004 basics, like the updated interface and integration with...
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The Handbook of Data MiningLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
With the rapid introduction of highly sophisticated computers, (tele)communication, service, and manufacturing systems, a major shift has occurred in the way people use technology and work with it. The objective of this book series on Human Factors and Ergonomics is to provide researchers and practitioners a platform where important issues related...
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